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Olive Morris in China, 1977. Photographer unknown.
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A sister’s Visit to
A Sister’s Visit to China

Olive visited China in 1977. Already writing and thinking critically about race, gender and
international politics through the Brixton Black Women’s Group and for her university courses,
Olive used the experience in China to theorise about common linkages across geographic
boundaries. This introduction and report were printed in Speak Out!, the Brixton Black Women’s
Group newsletter. Punctuation and spelling from the original document have been retained.

This is a report by a sister from the Black Women’s Group who visited
China in August/September of this year on a student delegation organised
by the Society for Anglo Chinese Understanding (SACU). The Society has
made possible many trips by workers and others to enable them to see for
themselves how the Chinese people are building Socialism. In later issues
of this paper, we plan to have more reports on other aspects of this sister’s
experience in China, including reports on women, education and children.
China and its relation to the rest of the Third World
ALL African and Asian people are members of the Third World, or developing world,
with a common history of colonialism and imperialist exploitation. Many of our
countries have kicked out the foreign exploiters and some are still doing so, but in many
where independence has been achieved we are still not in full control of our affairs and
destiny. There are many reasons for this, one being that the foreign exploiters have been
replaced by a privileged section of our own people who are the stooges of imperialism.
However, we have examples of ex-colonies which have been able to uproot the old
oppressive society and replace it with a people’s government. China is a very good
example of the achievement by a once-exploited and colonised part of the Third World.
Since her liberation in 1949, China has always expressed support for the struggles of the
people of Latin America, Africa, Asia and the Caribbean, against imperialism
and colonialism.
Examples of Support
One example of the support China gives to the developing countries is her help in
building the Tanzam Railway in Africa, which serves as a vital link between Tanzania and
Zambia. This railway has given the people of the two countries greater independence
from the racist Rhodesian regime, in that they no longer have to ship their produce
through there.
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The Chinese have always pointed out that their help and aid to the Third World is never a
one-sided affair, because there are many things which the Chinese can and do learn from
other developing countries.
In helping these countries to attain independence and revolution, China is advancing
herself in building socialism and finally communism. It is not possible to build true
communism in one country as long as Imperialism and Capitalism exist in other parts of
the world, because socialist countries will have to continuously be on their guard against
aggression. This task becomes easier when more countries are encouraged and supported
in taking the socialist road. The task of protecting a socialist country or those which
may have socialist views are very costly and a lot of resources which should go towards
building and developing socialism have to be channelled into defence.
Right up until 1949 China was described as the ‘Sick man of Asia’[.] She hardly had any
industry to speak of; disease, starvation and poverty were rampant. In the short space of
time from 1949 to today she has got to the stage where she is now able to manufacture
everything needed to feed and clothe her people, producing agricultural equipment of
all kinds, excelling in the medical field and so on, China is also able to help the rest of the
Third World with farming implements and the teaching of farming techniques (as far as
the Third World is concerned, China is second to none). In passing on this knowledge,
they stress the fact that their aim is to teach people to master techniques so that they can
be self-reliant. This idea is central to China’s policy in helping Third World countries. The
Chinese say that since they have been successful in their socialist revolution it is their
duty to help others without claiming anything in return. Hence no strings are attached
to aid, no interest is demanded for loans. Loans are given on a long term basis (10 to 20
years), and if the repayment time expires nine times out of ten the Chinese will treat the
loan as a gift.
The role of the people in China’s great revolution
China’s achievements and successes are due to the people’s role in their country’s
development. They have been and still are 100% involved with this great leap forward,
unlike in some other so-called socialist countries, especially the Soviet Union and the
Eastern European countries.
There, industrialisation and technological advancement has been achieved in a short
time but at the expense of the working people, with only a few people, the bureaucrats,
in control of its development in the Soviet Union industry has been developed at the
expense of agriculture; this I in turn has meant the crushing of the peasants and the
almost complete oppression of the working class in general. The Chinese leadership has
always put great emphasis on the role of the people.
Many of the new techniques and methods of work have been developed by ordinary
Chinese people, peasants and workers, some with only a very basic education. This has
been made possible because, since the struggle began over 50 years ago, the leadership
has put great emphasis on the ability of the people to build socialism by their own efforts.
We spoke to many peasants, workers and students, who related to us how they are taking
part fully in the building of socialism. They told us how their own ideas have been used in
whatever field of work they were involved in, to improve their work and make their task
easier and more beneficial. This involvement is encouraged by the Communist Party. We
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were shown examples of how workers had developed new techniques in their factories
and how ordinary people had set up factories on their own initiative to make use of their
waste material for the betterment of the people and the country as a whole. This at first
was very difficult for us to understand, because we are so used to being told that workers
can only do the mere minimum, like standing in front of a machine or pulling one lever
at a time. We as Black people, of course, are used to being told by racists that we can only
learn one thing at a time.
In the factories we visited, all workers we spoke to, no matter what jobs they were doing,
knew the whole process of their work and what happens to the end product, because
they all took part in the running of the factory. For us in this society all inventions and
innovations are left to the experts and kept secret from the “non-experts”. But it is clear
that it is the people at the point of production in the factories and on the land all day and
every day who will know the most about their needs, about what will make a job easier
and so on, rather than some “expert” who may never have seen an agricultural area or a
shop-floor. This type of participation is possible in China because, unlike in capitalist
countries, profit does not rule peoples’ lives, deciding when they will sleep, eat, have
holidays, even when they are allowed to go to the toilet.
I was very impressed by the great advances in agriculture. The tremendous amount that
had been achieved over the years, we could see from the charts, and photographs were
shown, and from the personal experiences that older people related to illustrated how
things had been right up until liberation and at ten-year intervals since liberation. The
achievements were very, very impressive. I was struck by the way every inch of land is
being put to use today for breeding pigs, cows, fish, chickens, sheep and other livestock,
and of course for agricultural crops, the main stay of China. The land which could not be
used for one of these purposes was used for planting forests or for pleasure gardens.
I found this type of development very relevant to my country, Jamaica, which I revisited
in 1974. In Jamaica I noticed the large quantity of land not in productive use. One of the
obvious reasons for this was the lack of irrigation systems produced for poor farmers, and
the lack of confidence and self-reliance (which came for the Chinese people through their
long and hard struggle for freedom) among the poor people as regards their ability to fulfil
their goals. This was reinforced by the lack of encouragement from the government.
In China, I saw the people directly taking part in solving the problems and shortcomings
of trying to cultivate what was once seen as barren and useless land but which they have
not put to productive use. We met educated youths in these areas and in the countryside. They were passing on their technical knowledge to the peasants and also learning
a great deal about the past and present life and the peasants about their needs and their
aspirations. We were told by the people that in order for the educated youths to contribute
effectively to the life of the peasants they have to be educated by the peasants. This
involvement by students and intellectuals in the practical aspects of life in China is very
important for the reducing of class divisions which is essential to the success of Socialism.
So once again we were able to see learning being conducted as a two way process. Students
are encouraged and expected to spend a certain amount of time in the country-side.
All Third World peoples rely a great deal upon the land for survival and seizing the land
has always played a great role in our independence struggles. So too in China in the
early stages of the revolution great emphasis was put upon poor and landless peasants
reclaiming the land from the big tyrannical landlords. This land reform movement was
only the beginning of a continuous revolution in the country-side.
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The People’s Commune and Its Origin
After the People’s Republic was founded in 1949, the peasants were freed from the
exploitation of big landlords and a system of collective production began which over the
years has gone through many stages. Today it takes the form of the “People’s Commune”
which combines all social activities. It organises the running of small factories, schools,
medical teams, clinics, cultural activities and of course agriculture. The People’s
Commune has furthered the people’s confidence in dealing with the job of planting,
protecting and harvesting crops, guaranteeing food for the mass of Chinese people all
year round.
The People’s Commune developed out of collective production, during the land reform
movement which began in 1949. The peasants were guided by the Communist Party of
China in the setting up of Mutual Aid Teams which worked on the basis that the land
remained under private ownership but members helped one another with manpower,
draught animals and so on, on an exchange basis. This type of collective organising to
work on the land is practised in other Third World countries today. The Mutual Aid
Teams developed into Elementary Cooperatives which were semi-socialist. Its members
were remunerated for the amount of work they did and in additions drew appropriate
dividends for their labour. Land, draught animals and bigger farm implements were
pooled in the co-ops as shares and placed under a unified management. This system later
developed into the Advanced Co-ops which were fully socialist. All the income of its
members came as reward for their labour. Land and other principal means of production
were owned collectively and no dividends were paid for them.
The Great Leap Forward
By 1956, agricultural co-operatives were the general rule in China’s countryside. Then
the Great Leap Forward took placed in 1958, a movement which aimed to release the
full potential of China’s new socialist economy by involving the whole people in iron and
steel making, water conservancy projects, land reclamation and industrial construction.
This movement set a mass of peasants to work on large scale land improvement and
water control projects. They also began to reform farm tools and increase production.
The movement was very successful, it gave impetus to the “People’s Commune.”
Although the Advanced Co-ops were far superior to the Mutual Aid Teams and
Elementary Co-ops which went before it, it was still inadequate as a method to deal
with the rapid growth in production which came with the Great Leap Forward. Many
important tasks such as building roads, installation of high voltage power lines and
the speeding up of farm mechanisation required the co-ops for their coordination to
combine their activities. The new organisation is not only larger than the Advanced Coops but it is also different in nature. Its name was changed after a of discussion among the
people to “People’s Commune.”
We visited a commune in Shanghai called Hung Chiow Commune. It has a population
of 26,000 and a size of 1,300 hectares. They supply 270 tons of vegetables to Shanghai
per day; This provides for 600,000 people. The average income of the people on this
commune is 290 yuan per year (3 yuan equals £1). They pay 1 yuan per year for medical
treatment, no house rent is paid and a small plot of land is provided for individual
members who want to work it in their spare time. The workers get two days off per month.
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The “People’s Commune” is organised on three levels, Production Team, Brigade, and
Commune level. The Production Team owns most of the land and big equipment, while
the Brigade owns things like walking tractors and the small scale production equipment.
Pipelines, irrigation channels and power stations are the kinds of things owned at the
Commune level. The aim of the people is to move from the three levels of ownership,
to a two level system of ownership, then to a one level system and finally to the stage of
ownership by the State, which will mean a common ownership by the people. This last
stage we were reminded by the people of Hung Chiow Commune could only be reached
through the attainment of more material wealth.

Structure of the Communes
Each commune has a revolutionary committee, which is at its head. Members are elected
by the people, the revolutionary committee has representatives from various groups
– peasants, women, youth and so on. Each commune has a scientific research worker
attached to it who takes an active part in the life of the commune as well as teaching their
scientific skills, helping to improve soil, protecting plants from pests. They also do manual
work. We found that on the commune, the scientific graduates did not only play the role
of teachers, but a lot of the time they were students of the peasants.
Although these communes are mainly engaged in agricultural production, they are also
nearly self-sufficient. They are able to repair their agricultural machines and make spare
parts for them.
Communes in China vary in size from 20,000 to about 200,000, but the administrative
function of the commune is the same all over China. This give unity to what are often very
different physical and social economic communities. The commune is an organisation
which integrates government administration and economic management. The role of the
communes are therefore social and economic as well as political.
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China is important to the Third World because it serves as an example of a peasant
society which has had a successful revolution of something in them taking the only
certain road for development today – socialism. And although the working class was
in the forefront of the revolution, its success would not have been possible without
the active support of peasants, who were then and still are the majority. This is an
encouraging fact for the rest of the Third World, where industrial workers are only a small
part of the population. There are some people who still believe that socialist revolution is
only possible in a highly technological developed society. This theory rules out socialist
development in the Third World altogether.
China has in practice knocked this theory squarely on the head, showing it up for what it
is, a western chauvinist myth. China’s example is also important in showing an alternative
to the countries who follow their former masters after independence has been achieved
or who change one master for another. China has not allowed itself to be colonised by
Society Social Imperialism who have great designs on developing countries.
China backs up this alternative with material help and aid, which does not in the
long run bleed the receiving country dry, leaving them still dependent on some other
outside power. China does not insist on a country being socialist or promising to
become socialist as a condition for aid. Each country China believes has its own specific
conditions for revolution and therefore the revolution cannot be exported: the people of
that country will in the final analysis determine their own destiny.
China has had a long history of floods and other natural disasters which have caused
great losses in lives, crops and animals resulting in famine and other ills. Today the great
rivers responsible for the floods have been tamed by the people and put to their use. All
the lessons which came from the Chinese experience in this field are today placed at the
disposal of the rest of the developing world. The Chinese people make up one quarter of
the world’s population, and 80% of the people are involved in agricultural work. They are
able to feed all the people themselves. In this China has a lot to teach us not only in the
Third World but to all oppressed peoples including those in developing countries.

